Steadfast Tree Care Posts New Blog on
Landscaping Ideas That Will Help Transform
Any Mechanicsville Yard
June 15, 2020
Steadfast Tree Care has just posted a new blog on its website which talks about landscaping ideas
that will help transform any Mechanicsville yard. As one might expect, many of the ideas that were
discussed in the blog centered around adding trees. This company has years of experience in the
Central Virginia area both planting trees and providing other essential tree services. Anyone who
would like to read this new blog post can do so here at https://steadfasttree.care/landscaping-ideasmechanicsville/.

The new blog post started by saying that most people in Mechanicsville, VA and the surrounding
areas can gain more than they think by adding just a few trees to their yard. One of the benefits of
planting trees that was mentioned in the article is that a homeowner can save on their energy bills. It
was stated that this is because trees block sunlight and provide shade to a home. So if new trees are
strategically placed around a home, they can cut energy costs as much as 20%. The blog went on to
say that another benefit of adding trees to a landscape is they will help make a person’s yard more
functional and comfortable. Once again, it’s the shade from properly placed trees that benefits a
homeowner and their family on hot, sunny days. That will make such activities as cooking out,
gardening, playing yard games, and relaxing in hammocks much more enjoyable for a family. The
article even mentioned that by adding new fruit trees a homeowner will not only get shade from them
but some tasty healthy benefits too. It was also suggested in the new blog post to add a seasonal mix
of trees to get year-round benefits. One specific tree that was highlighted in the article was the
magnolia. The article stated this is is a great tree to add because not only does it provide a lot of
shade but it’s very hardy and produces beautiful fragrant flowers at certain times of the year. It was
also mentioned in the post that once new trees have established themselves new shrubs and plants

should be added around them too. The blog article ended by saying that people should consult with
their local tree professionals if they are not sure how to add trees to their yard or do the necessary
tree maintenance tasks that are required to keep any landscape healthy and looking good.
This blog post also has a complementary article on when tree removal may be necessary which can
be seen here at https://www.pressadvantage.com/story/36456-steadfast-tree-care-discusses-whentree-removal-may-be-required-or-prohibited-for-doswell-residents.
Company owner, Phillip Wood, added says this about why they like to post helpful blogs on their
website, “It’s not easy for any homeowner to accumulate all of the information that they need on how
to keep the trees in their yard looking good and healthy. Most homeowners also have questions about
what the right types of trees are to add to their yard and where to place them. As tree experts, we feel
that it’s our duty to pass on what are the best practices when it comes to trees. This helps our
customers do any tree tasks they take on the right way so they can maximize the beauty and
functionality of the trees on their landscape. Also, by pointing out what’s involved in taking care of
trees, it helps a homeowner decide to do these tree care jobs themselves or if they are better served
by calling tree professionals like us to perform their important tree tasks for them.” Wood says the
company’s Twitter feed will also help anyone find links to the informational blogs that the company
posts on their website and it can be seen here at https://twitter.com/steadfasttreeus.
The owner says that Steadfast Tree Care provides professional tree services to Central Virginia
property owners which include tree trimming, tree removal, storm cleanup, debris removal, land
clearing, and stump grinding. He says that they also offer rapid response emergency tree services in
case a customer has a tree mishap during the powerful storms that sometimes pass through the area.
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